Get AVEVA Recommendations for Project Migration

AVEVA Everything3D™ (AVEVA E3D™) takes plant design to a new level of productivity and efficiency and is fully interoperable with all other AVEVA Engineer, Design, and Information Management solutions. This workshop will help clients in their preparations to transition from AVEVA PDMS in an AVEVA Global environment to an AVEVA E3D deployment of similar complexity. Such deployments will typically include multiple projects and locations and often involve project-specific configurations and developments.
AVEVA Everything3D Defines the Future of Plant Design

AVEVA Everything3D (AVEVA E3D) is the world’s most technologically advanced and powerful 3D design solution for the process plant and power industries. It offers class-leading productivity and capabilities while retaining seamless compatibility with all other AVEVA Engineering & Design solutions, including AVEVA PDMS. This workshop assists clients in their preparations for transition from AVEVA PDMS to AVEVA E3D in a complex project environment utilizing other AVEVA tools and solutions and typically in a multi-location setup.

Value

This workshop will help you benefit from AVEVA’s experience to realize the efficiencies of AVEVA E3D in a structured and streamlined fashion. It will also provide you with a solid understanding of important actions and activities needed to transition from an AVEVA PDMS distributed project environment to AVEVA E3D deployment of similar complexity – for solution implementation, hardware and software (HW/SW) requirements, project data migration, and employee resource upskilling.

What’s Included

A workshop will be held with the client to review and discuss the specified projects’ setup and identify actions to form an AVEVA solution upgrade and project data migration requirement set. Workshop activities include:

- Pre-workshop call to capture your current AVEVA PDMS and AVEVA Global, with associated products, HW/SW and projects’ environment
- Review of the operating environment including HW/SW and third-party software interactions with AVEVA products and projects
- Review of currently deployed AVEVA PDMS version(s) with associated products and solutions, distributed project environment utilizing AVEVA Global
- Review of key project deliverables and timelines
- Highlighting of new functionality and technology changes in AVEVA E3D that can benefit your workflows
- Discuss consideration needs regarding AVEVA product modules and features used and associated project data that needs to migrate, including HW/SW requirements
- High-level review of experience and skills in your workforce, including discussion of training and upskilling requirements
- A summary report that will include AVEVA recommendations for projects’ distributed environment migration to utilize AVEVA E3D and associated products in similar project environment complexity
AVEVA is continually developing and expanding a range of optional success accelerators designed to help you throughout the lifecycle stages of your application.

**Plan & Implement** – Engineer best practices and application architecture and improve time to value

**Operate** – Effectively run your software with expert training and drive increased engagement and adoption

**Maintain** – Efficiently maintain your software, including updates, patches, and license management

**Optimize** – Improve software performance and reliability and drive changes to address new market requirements

**Evolve** – Drive innovation through the deployment of major version upgrades, adopt new technology, and future-proof your application

To learn more, please contact your AVEVA representative or visit us online. sw.aveva.com